WorldCat Install Update
Install date: Sunday, August 8

Enhancement
New Downloadable Search Box

A new downloadable search box is available. The tabs have changed slightly and been reordered. Mouseover text has been updated. If you have a downloadable search box on your website now, it will continue to function. If you want to replace it, please go to http://[YourLibrary].worldcat.org/tools/searchboxhtml.

Current tabs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Check up to 5 tabs you want to display</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ Everything ☐ Books ☐ Journals/Articles ☐ DVDs ☐ Audio Books ☐ Internet Resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New tabs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Check up to 5 tabs you want to display</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ Everything ☐ Articles ☐ Books ☐ Images ☐ DVDs ☐ Videos ☐ Audio Books</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enhancement
All Music Guide (Rovi) Evaluative Content to Appear in WorldCat.org and Locals

New evaluative content has been added to more than 250,000 pop and classical records in WorldCat.org and WorldCat Local:

- Additional descriptions
- Genres and styles
- Release dates
- Tracks
- AMG top track picks (for pop music)
- Ratings and reviews (for pop music)
- Cover art

These new content elements have been licensed by OCLC from Rovi (formerly All Music Guide). New evaluative content from Rovi will be added quarterly.

Example of Classical Record
Example of Pop Record

12. Up in Indiana [Acoustic]

- WM Track Picks: I Will Rise Up/ Ain't No More Cane; All Downhill; Up in Indiana

- Responsibility: Lyle Lovett and His Large Band

- Abstract:
  Multi-Grammy winner Lyle Lovett returns after four years with a new album that seems more polished and refined. The album features a mix of both new and previously unreleased material, including a cover of the classic song "Up in Indiana." The sound is polished and the arrangements are well-crafted, resulting in a听able and enjoyable listening experience.
Enhancement
Service Configuration Settings for Display of Electronic Links on Search Results Pages

To support a new Electronic Linking Display feature, we have introduced an option to the Service Configuration module for freely available content:

- ContentDM
- GPO.gov
- HathiTrust Digital Library
- ERIC
- Library of Congress
- PDF items from .gov and .edu domains

The default is set to not display the links so you will need to turn it on in service configuration to take advantage of this new feature.

Example of Service Configuration Settings for elinks

Enhancement
E-Links from Search Results Pages

We have installed a new feature to display freely available electronic links on the search results page. These e-links include the following sources:

- ContentDM
- GPO.gov
- HathiTrust Digital Library
- ERIC
- Library of Congress
- PDF items from .gov and .edu domains
Example of e-Links Available on Search Results Page

Example of e-Links Open on Search Results Page

Enhancement
Treat Databases as “Held” by Your Institution

WorldCat Local determines holdings for articles in WorldCat and for articles, serials, and e-serials in non-WorldCat databases based on the ISSN in the record. We use the ISSN in the record to search WorldCat to find a journal record with the same ISSN that has your holdings. Once we find that
record, we use the OCLC number of the journal record with your holdings to search your OPAC for availability.

This process will continue, in addition, we are now offering an additional method, called “Treat as Held,” to be used when no holdings are found via the ISSN.

The treat as held feature allows you to choose to treat a database as held by your institution (i.e. Level 1) when your holdings are not found via the ISSN. This new functionality impacts both the brief results list and the detailed record.

**Brief results**
The brief results page will show your institution in the “Libraries that hold this item”, and scoping and sorting will function as if your institution holds the item at Level 1.

**Detailed results**
The detailed results page will show that your library holds the item but that circulation information is unavailable (Exhibit A). Note that the color of the copies statement (red or green) (Exhibit B) and the fulfillment buttons are still dependent on choices you’ve set in Service Configuration If you don’t use OPAC statuses and Locations, the color of the copies statement will be red and the fulfillment buttons are determined by what you’ve set in the Placehold/Request module for Level 1. If you use OPAC statuses and Locations, the color of the copies statement is determined by whether you consider “any status, any location” as available or unavailable for the item type on the record. Fulfillment buttons are determined by what you have selected for that item type for “any status, any location” for that record type.

---

How to select a database to be treated as held:
In OCLC Service Configuration, under the Licensed Content and Databases section, every database you enable will have an icon beside it.
The default icon is the WorldCat emblem (see below) which means that the database uses holdings in WorldCat to determine if your library holds an item. Not all databases can be treated as held, those that can will display a pop up box with the text “click to always treat items from this database as held by your institution”, over the WorldCat icon. You can toggle it to the Library icon. The Library icon means the database is treated as held. This will affect results based on relevance ranking and your scope as described above. Once you have made the change, be sure to save the module to have the change take effect.

Use WorldCat holdings  Treat as Held

The following databases cannot be treated as held, they use only WorldCat holdings.
- WorldCat
- WorldCat.org
- SCIPIO
- Electronic Books
- WorldCat Dissertations
- ArchiveGrid
• Oaister (being loaded to WorldCat with holdings)

Enhancement  
Some OCLC Databases No Longer Require Authentication

Offsite patrons will no longer need to authenticate to search the databases in the list below. You will not have to make any changes to your configurations to take advantage of this change. Your users searching from home can now seamlessly access these separate databases without an authentication prompt:

• WorldCat
• ArchiveGrid
• ArticleFirst
• Catalog of Art Museum Images Online (CAMIO)
• Electronic Books
• Electronic Collections Online
• ERIC (from OCLC)
• GPO (from OCLC)
• MEDLINE (from OCLC)
• OAIster
• PapersFirst
• ProceedingsFirst
• SCPIIO
• WorldCat Dissertations and Theses

Enhancement  
Permalink on Detailed Record Changing Back to OCLC Number

We are changing the permalink back to just the OCLC number. We recognized the utility of the shorter URL as a permalink and will remove the title from the permalink for all records. This does not affect the title in the URL as linked to:


The permalink for the item above will become:

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/182528133

Enhancement  
Change in placement of FirstSearch full text link

IP authenticated users are presented with a link to FirstSearch full text, for those libraries who have subscriptions to full text databases. The link is currently displayed under the institution name, it is being move up to the “Get this article” section to make it more visible to the user.
Today:

After install: